The GCC template reflects the following changes that were made on and after August, 8, 2022. If you prefer to keep using the GCC template posted earlier than August, 8, 2022, you can opt to make the following changes manually on the older version of the GCC Template.

A. On the ‘GCC.Param’ tab: change to X in cell J13

B. On the ‘Input 3 - Capital Instruments’ tab:
   (1) Copy cell Q13 (i.e. line 1 column 13 on Schedule 3A)
   (2) Highlight cells Q14:Q229 on ‘Input 3’ tab (i.e. lines 2 thru 217 in column 13 of Schedule 3A)
   (3) Paste the contents of cell Q13 into the highlighted area

C. Moved formulas to 2022 and made that most recent year; changed 2020-2021 to inputs; left in 2018-2019 with ‘XXXX’. [Inputs only needed for years where GCC was calculated and XXXX (or blank) otherwise] on Input 4 Analytics

D. Updated formulas on Summary 3 Analytics to be consistent with shift on Input 4 Analytics tab